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Evidence for virtual Cornpton scattering from the proton
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In virtuaI Compton scattering an electron is scattered off a nucleon such that the nucleon emits
a photon. We show that these events can be selected experimenta~y, and present the first evidence
for virtual Compton scattering from the proton in data obtained at the Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center. The angular and energy dependence of the data is well described by a calculation that
includes the coherent sum of electron and proton radiation.

PACS number(s): 13.60.Fz, 14.20.Dh

A centralquestioninsubatomicphysicsisthedescrip
tionofthenucleonintermsofquarksand gluons.~adi-
tionally,theelectromagneticstructureofthenucleonhas
beeninvestigatedwithelasticelectronscattering,deep
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inelasticscattering,and realCompton scattering.Elas-
ticscatteringhasyieldedtheelectromagneticform fac-
tors(1,2]relatedtochargeand currentdistributionsin
thenucleon.Deepinelasticscatteringhasestabhshedthe
existenceofpointlikepartom insidethenucleon(3],and
providesaccesstothemomentum and spindistributions
ofthesepartons.RealCompton scatteringhasprovided
informationon theelectricand magneticpolarizabilities
ofthenucleon[4,5]whichenterastheleadingcorrections
tothelow-energytheorem(LET) [6].
Here,the virtualCompton (VC) scatteringprocess

~.N + TN isdiscussed,wherea photonwithvirtuality

Q2 isabsorbedon a nucleonwhichsubsequentlyradiates
a realphotonwithenergy(momentum) w’ (~). This
processisintrinsicallya richprobeofnucleondynamics,
sinceonecanindependentlymap outthedependenceof
theVC processon Qz,thevirtualphoton’spolarization,
and theinvariantmass of thehadronic intermediate state

W, given by

W2 = M2 + 2W’(EP -p;). (1)

“Here p<, EP, and M are respectively the momentum com-

ponent along the ~ direction, the energy, and the mass

of the outgoing proton. In addition, one can experimen-

ta~y select the polarization of incident beam, target, or

recoifing proton. In the Emit Q2 + O the VC reduces to
the real Compton process, while in the limit W2 + M2 it
becomes equident to elastic electron-proton scattering.

The VC process provides a particdarly interesting
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- probe of nucleon structure , since it represents a ftiy elec-
tromagnetic ezclwave reaction, where significant initial-
~d fid-state interactions are absent [7]. Abeady more

thm 40 ye=s ago Drell recog~zed the sensitivity of-—-
this reaction to negative energy states [8]. After this,
sever~ authors have discussed the virtue of this reaC-
tion to study ~iow aspects of nucleon structure. In
the nonpert~batlve QCD (NPQCD) regime, belowthe
~O-Productionthreshold, the VC processWowsthe de-
termination Of electrorna~etic Polaizabifities through
the rne~~ernent of q’-dependent contributions to the
LET [6,9]. These observable are determined by the
virtual excitation spectrum of the nucleon. In the re-
@onabove the no-production threshold VC scattering al-
lows the study of s-channel effects of baryon resonances
[10]. Here w2 can be chosen to optimize the sensitiv-
ity to the electromagnetic decay of a particdar res~
nance (e.g., W2 x M:). In the hard-scattering region,
Q2 >1 (GeV/C)2!VC scattering can be employed to in-
vestigate the perturbative QCD (PQCD) description of
the nucleon wave function [11]. However, up to now no
data have been obtained for VC scattering. Recently, a
discussion of this process to test nucleon models in the
NPQCD [12] and PQCD region [13,14] has started, in
large part motivated by the advent of high-intensity con-
tinuous beam electron accelerators [e.g., the Continuous
Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF)].

The reaction eN ~ eN~ is dominated by contributions
from the photons radiated by the incoming and outg~
ing electrons. The corresponding lowest-order Feynman
diagrams can be calcdated exactly using QED and are
termed Bethe-Heitler contributions. The VC contribu-

tions are due to photon radiation by the nucleons and

can only be unambiguously calctiated in the soft-photon

hmit, where the cross section is independent of nucleon-

structure ambiguities. In general they involve a sum over

aU possible intermediate hadronic states. The calcdation

of the VC contribution requires either solving QCD or a
reatistic nucleon model to describe its dynamical behav-
ior and must dso bke into account the propagation of
intermediate nucleon resonances and other intermediate
states. Note that the reaction eN + eN~ WUabo pr~
vide phase information on the nucleon matrix elements,
due to the interference of the (cdcdable) Bethe-Heitler
and VC contribution. This phase information can be
used to determine the red part of the Compton amplit-
ude [15].

ExperimentWy, the reaction eN + eN7 can be kine-
matica~y determined by detecting a scattered electron
in coincidence with a proton using high-resolutionmagn-
etic spectrometers. The NE18 experimentat the Stan-
ford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) measured the
A(e, etp) reaction for several target nuclei, using the 1.6
GeV/c and 8 GeV/c spectrometers [16] in coincidence.
Data for the lH(e, e’p) reaction were taken in order to

cafibrate the coincidence detection setup, for an incident

(scattered) electron energy of 2.015 (1.400) GeV, scatter-

ing angle 0= = 37.29° and Q2 = 1.15 (GeV/c)2. A 2 pA

electron beam was incident on a 4 cm LH2 target and a
total of 5 x 104 counts were me~ured. The electron beam

had a duty factor of 2 x 10-4, and an energy resolution

of + O.lYo. A coincidence time resolution of 0.8 ns [ffi

width at half maxium (FWHM)] was achieved. Uncer-

tainties (FWHM) are 0.1% for the beam energy, and 0.5

mrad for the scattering and outgoing proton angle. Fur=

ther detaib on the detector setup and the data analysis

can be found in Re&. [17-19]. The measurement of the

VC contribution is complicated due to the fact that an

abundance of photons will be radiated by the incoming

and scattered electrons. This wi~ lead to radiation tails

in the missing-energy and momentum plane, defined by -

Em =w– EP, +bl andp~ =~–~, withw (~ the en-

ergy (momentum) transfer and EP, (pv)thefind proton

FIG. 1. Event distribution versus Em and pm (in GeV) without radiative corrections for the reaction lH(e, e’p). The two
radiative tails due to photon emission of the electron before and after the interaction can be observed. The sign of p: is + (-)
in CI,e tl]c aI:g!,. ,,f ,v:,, with respect to the incident electron, is < (>) 8=/2.
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energy (momentum). For the reaction eN + eN~ one
has u’ = Em and ~ = p;. Figure 1 demonstrates this
effectwith the data recently obtained at SLAC. The tails
due to radiation of the incident and scattered electrons
are readily observed. It is seen that the radiated events
are distributed along fines with Em = IP; 1 as reqtied
for real photons.

The angdar distribution of the emitted photons can
be reconstructed horn the measmed PZ. We will ody
consider events with a missing energy (= w’) larger than
20 MeV since in the region w’ + OMeV the experimental
resolutions, 8 MeV (10 MeV/c) in missing energy (m@
mentum), do not permit an accurate reconstruction of
the photon angle. Furthermore, applying a lower cutoff
in w’ is needed to minimize effects due to mdtiphoton
emission. Figure 2 shows the angdar distribution of the
count rate for events with Em > 30 MeV. The invari-
ant m~s of the photons has been reconstructed from the
kinematics and the photon events are weUseparated from
the no-production channel. It is seen that electron radi-
ation is predominantly in the direction of the initial and
final electrons, in accordance with the peafing approxi-
mation [20]. Note that a broad distribution of events is
seen in the direction of the outgoing proton.

Next, the. angdar distributions were calcdated in the
soft-photon timit. Here, the proton contribution corre-
sponds to radiation from a Dirac particle with the usual
form factors FI(Q2) and F2(Q2). The standard formal-
ism by Mo and Tsai [21] was extended to coincidence
(e, e’p) reactions [22], enabhng a calcdation of the soft-
photon differential cross section of the lH(e, e’p)~ reac-
tion. This differential cross section was reduced to the

–50 o 50
Q, (DEG)

FIG. 2. Calculated angular distribution of radiated events
in comparison with NE-18 data for w’ > 30 MeV. The
sotid (dotted; see inset) curve shows the prediction in the
soft-photon fimit for Bethe-Heitler and VC contributions
(Beth~Heitler only). The central angle 8, for the incident
(scattered) electron and outgoing proton are 0° (37.29”) and
-43.29°, respectively. Note that the inset shows the region
-60°<07<-20° with a different vertical scale.

1cross section for (mtiti)photon emission with total en..
ergy w’ and angle 07 in the scattering plane. For t& ?

1

we used polar coordinates, inte~ating over the range of ~
tan(#7) accepted by the phase space. Effects arising &om”

imperfect knowledge of the phase space were suppressed: $
through an ener~ cut, w’ <80 MeV,appfiedforradlated”w

4photons along the incident electronbeam. The absolute.
photon rate was calcdated by foldlng the cross section”i
over the spectrometer acceptances and including experi- ~
mental resolutions. No normalization factors were used.:?
The data has a systematic uncertainty of 6.6%, which ~ {
mairdy due to uncertainty in the detection phase space. ;$
As Fig. 2 shows, the agreement between data and simu- ~
lation is exceUent. ‘z

Having verified that we satisfactorily understand the
angdar distribution of radiated events (note that ordy
about 3 x 103 out of a total of 5 x 104 events have ra-
diated more than 30 MeV), a region sensitive to the VC
scattering process is selected. That such a region etits
is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the calcdated angu-
lar distribution of radiated photons in the single-photon
limit. For this, the total radiative effects can be divided
into three parts, one solely due to electron radiation (J..),
one due to the contribution from electron-proton inter-
ference (JeP), and one due to the contribution from direct
proton radiation (Jm) only. It is seen that radiation from
the proton is dominant for photon angles less than –80°,
while in the photon angle ra~ge between -60° and -20°
one expects about a similar amount of photons originat-
ing horn VC processes = from Bethe-Heitler processes
(see also the inset of Fig. 2). We wodd like to point
out the differences between Figs. 2 and 3. ln Fig. 3
the prominent dip along the proton angle reflects the
character of dipole radiation boosted along the particle’s
momentum, emph=ized in the single-photon Umit. The
electron radiation peaks (J,=) also have sharp minima at
their maxima, but because the boost of the dipole pat-
tern is so large, the minima are so narrow that they are
not shown in the figure. In Fig. 2 a complete angdar
distribution of radiated photons is calculated, where all

multiphotoncontributionsaretakenintoaccount.
InFig.4 we showthenumberofradiatedeventsversus

FIG. 3. Angular distribution of radiated photons in the
single-photon limit. No acceptance effects are taken into
account. The various curves denote the d.. (dotted), d~P
(dot-dashed), and JPP (dashed) contributions. The sofid curve
shows the coherent sum of the various contributions.
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FIG. 4. Number of radiated events versus the cutoff en-

=gy w’, in the interva~ –60° < 87 < -20° [radiation along

the proton d~ection (a)]l –20° < o~ <20° [radiation along
the incidentelectrondirection(b)],20°< 07 < 50°[radia-
tionalongthescatteredelectrondirection(c)],and there
gion50°<07<90° (d).The sohd(dotted)curveshowsthe
predictioninthesoft-photontimitforBeth&HeitlerandVC
contributions(Bethe-Heitleronly).

thecutoffenergy w’, in nrious intervals A07. The dotted
curve shows the prediction when ody Bethe-Heitler con-
tributions are taken into account. This calcdation gives
a good description of the energy dependence of the data
measured in the intervals –20° <87 <20° [Fig. 4(b)],
and 20° < OT < 50° [Fig. 4(c)], corresponding to radi-
ation along the incident and scattered electron. A good
description is also obtained for the radiated photons in
the angdar range 50° <07.<90° [Fig. 4(d)], which is
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